PART V
PHYSIOGRAPHY AND HUMAN PROGRESS
CHAPTER X
HUMAN ACTIVITIES IN MOUNTAINS AND PLAINS
Civilization among Mountains
The world's ideas as to the relative value of mountains and plains have
changed somewhat in recent generations. Nevertheless,, mountains are
still regarded mainly as regions of scanty resources and sparse popula-
tion. In general the words "mountaineer," "highlander," "mountain
white," and "hillman" suggest people who differ from plainsmen not only
in habits and modes of life, but likewise in physique and character. The
dictionary defines a mountaineer as "a person who lives in a mountainous
country or district; hence a boorish person." The word highlander makes
us think of bold raids such as are described in Walter Scott's novels.
Mountain white suggests people of the white race who are backward and
uneducated because they live in rugged and inaccessible regions. To
many people hillman means wild tribes in the mountains of -northern
India. Even in highly civilized countries mountaineers are likely to be
poorly educated, provincial, and a little behind the times. In less-civilized
regions mountains are the home of secluded people such as the Tibetans,
of untamed tribes such as the Afghans, or of warring groups like those
of the Balkans and the Caucasus*
On the other hand, there is a tendency to think of mountaineers as
sturdier and manlier than the people of plains. Then, too, a mountaineer
often means a man who goes to the Alps, the Rockies, the Himalayas, or
other high mountains for the pleasure of climbing. Among civilized
people the mention of mountaims probably calls up the idea of vacations
and good scenery more often than anything else. It may also call up
the idea of mines, lumber camps, water power, or water supplies for great
cities. Many kinds of tropical plantations thrive better among mountains
than in lowlands. Mountains also make the climate of many places better
than it would be otherwise. Many of these benefits of mountains are
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